CCI congratulates student **Lea Watson** as the November 2013 Student Leader Spotlight Recipient! Lea is a junior student that was nominated by her peer, Ben Whitehead, for initiating a relationship between Trinity and MEYO. Lea Watson is an Urban Studies major and the TUVAC Program Head for MEYO; through this program she created an all new summer program for kids called Peace Camp. She found something she was passionate about and could put her time and energy into to “foster a community for these kids.” Lea does not only encourage her peers to be as enthusiastic as she is but she turns her enthusiasm into passion which she considers her best leadership quality. She maintains her balance between campus involvement and academic commitments through realizing that she must prioritize school work and health without losing the factor of a social life. Her advice to fellow students looking to get involved is to “Sign up for everything!” If you participate in a little of everything you will eventually find what really interests you. Lea attributes her leadership to her family and other members of the Trinity community. “[Her] family has taught [her] how important being [herself] is” and her fellow students “inspired her to stop talking about making a difference and to just do it.”